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Kindergarten 1eacners Conceptions of Reading 
by 
Kelly Duane Tolman, Master of Science 
Ut2h State Univer!sity~ 1982 
Major Professor: Dr. Gail Johnson 
Dep2rtment~ Elementary Education 
This study attempted to identify the reading 
conceptions of a sample of kinderg2rten teachers 1n the 
vi 
state of Utah 1n terms of five basic approaches to beginning 
The subjects responded to a survey instrument that 
included 45 statements about various beginning reading 
1rn:.>t hodo1 oc:J i es. 
The descriptive data generated from the study indicates 
that no significant differences exist among the teachers' 
preferences for any of the five conceptions of reading. The 
data also indicates that no significant differences exist 
bet\.';een teach er pref erer1C('2S- for II content-centet-ed 11 
cone ,:.>pt. :ion !3 of re,:1d :i ng ,::'lr1cl "pup i 1 -cE·n tered" cone ep ti on s of 
,,-e c<. d i n g . 
This apparant lack of a preference for the 
of recommendations presented by seven professional 
( 57 p ag t-2>:.) 
CHAPTEF: I 
I ~-ITFODUCT I ON 
Recent research dealing with teacher beliefs concerning 
reading has indicated that teachers do have beliefs that can 
be measured and that these beliefs differ by grade level, by 
the ability of the pupil being taught and by the number of 
years of teaching experience (Duffy & Methanv~ 1979). 
However~ The bulk of this research has focused on teachers 
in grades 1-4 where formal reading instruction generally 
takes place. There has been little research conducted to 
identify the beliefs of kindergarten teachers concerning 
reading and reading instruction. 
The need for i~entifying kindergarten teachers' 
conceptions of reading is based on several factors. 
First, a joint statement of concerns and 
recommendations about practices in pre-first grade reading 
instruction prepared by seven professional education 
associations indicates that a growing number of children are 
enrolled in kindergartens where highly structured 
pre-reading and reading programs are being used. The 
statement indicates that these programs are insufficient in 
meeting the developmental needs of 5 an 6 year old children 
and recommends that the scope and content of kindergarten 
reading curriculums include a variety of activities focused 
on both the written and spoken aspects of communication 
("F:eading and pre-·first grade"~ 1977). Thus, the 
2 
identification of kindergarten teachers" conceptions of 
re~ding and reading ins~ruction mav indicate whether o~ not 
kindergarten teachers hold similiar views to those of the 
joint statement. 
Secondly, because kindergarten children enter school 
with varied cognitive levels~ experiences~ interests~ and 
psycholinguistic abilities that are unique to early 
childhood, several educators have indicated that 
kindergarten teachers need special training in order to 
understand the appropriate materials and methods to use in 
reading instruction <Davis~ 1980; Durkin, 1980). Hence, the 
identification of kindergarten teachers' conceptions about 
reading may provide data helpful to teacher education 
institutions and school district personnel in determining 
pre-service and in-service curriculum needs. 
Finally, as schools and school districts modify or 
adopt kindergarten reading readiness or reading programs it 
is important that they take into account the reading 
conceptions of their kindergarten teachers. Behning (1978) 
states that "the basic convictions which a teacher holds 
about beginning reading and approaches for teaching 
beginning reading need identification and exploration •.• for 
successful program planning" (p. 20). Again~ understanding 
teachers' conceptions of reading may be useful in 
determining in-service needs during kindergarten reading 
curriculum selection or modification as well as providing 
insight into the overall emphasis of the kindergarten 
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The purpose of this study was to identify a random 
sample of kindergarten teachers' conceptions of reading and 
reading instruction. The selected teachers were asked to 
respond to a survey instrument designed to identify 2 
teacher's conception of reading in terms of five basic 
conception, interest based conception, natural language 
conception, and an intergrated-whole conception. :3ubqroup 
analysis pertaining to certain demographic data was also 
conducted. 
Specific Objectives 
1. To survey 110 kindergarten teachers in the state 
of Utah in terms of their level of agreement or 
disagreement to 45 statements about reading 
instructic:m. 
2. To collect demographic data from each respondent 
that will include: 
a. the number of years teaching experience. 
b. the level of education in terms of Bachelors 
Degree or Masters Degreeor equivalent. 
c. the name or description of the reading program 
being used in the classroom. 
3. To compute and compare mean scores for each of the 
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five reading conceptions for the respondents as a 
1·1hol e. 
To compute and compa~e mean scores for each of 
five reading conceptions for the respondents who 
have Bachelor Degrees and the respondents who 
have Masters Degrees. 
5. To compute and compare mean scores for each of the 
five reading conceptions for respondents who have 
respondents who have six years or more teaching 
6. To compute and compare mean scores for the 
skills conceptions) and fo1~ the 11 pupil-center-ed" 
conceptions(interest-based, natural language 1 and 
integrated-whole). 
Definition of Terms 
Belief or- Conception-The ter-ms belief and conception 
are used interchangably in this study. They may be defined 
as the teacher's basic conviction 1 opinion, or notion in 
regard to how reading should be taught. 
Each of the five beliefs or conceptions measured in 
this survey have various distinguishable characteristics. 
However, componets of one program may be imbedded in another 
instructional methodology. The five basic conceptions or 
beliefs may be defined in the following ways: 
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1. Basal Conception-With this conception a teacher 
would tend to prefer using a set of basal reading materi~ls 
put together by a commerc12l publishing company. 
m,~teri<='ds focu'=, on a specific set of skills and prf?sent them 
in sequence using a pre-selected package of readings, 
filmstrips, dittos, workbooks, etc., that have a controlled 
vocabulary and controlled reading difficulty. The Houghton 
Mifflin and Scott Foresman reading programs are typical of 
this. conct?ption. 
2 n I_ i n e 2 r s k i 1 1 s C On C e pt i On·- Th i 5 C Ci n Ce p t i On -f C: C Ll '=· €~ i_::, {:! n 
a set of linear word-attack skills that children master in 
sequence. Thes.e s.kills,. hr.':<.ve specific beh2.vioral objectives. 
and focus primarily on word analysis and synthesis. The 
materials used would vary depending on their adaptablitiy to 
f c:, cu s e d i. n st r u c t i on on t h e 1 i near s I:: i 1 l s .. The ove,~ridi.nq 
emphasis is mastery of the pre-selected skills that are 
considered necessary in order to read fluently. E>: amp 1 es. o-f 
this conception are the Wisconsin Design skills program, 
Gems, diagnostic-perscriptive instructional approachs and 
various other commercial programs on the market. 
Interest-based Conception-This conception is based 
on the belief that children may find their own reading 
materials. The selection of these materials must be at 
their own reading level and the children should read at a 
pace commensurate with their ability. Focused instruction 
on specific skills by the teacher may be planned or 
impromtu. The focus of this conception is to create a high 
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interest in reading through self-selection of reading 
materials and teach the skills that facilitate this interest 
as well as move the learner into mere difficult material. 
Individualized Reading utilizes this conception. 
4.Natural Language Conception-This conception 
incorporates the principles of psyhcholinquistics and 
emphasizes the language ability of the learner. Experience 
charts, dictated individually or as a group to the teacher, 
serve as the reading materials from which.specific skills 
are taught. The focus is a holistic approach to the reading 
process through print that is produced by the children 
themselves. The Language Experience Approach is based on 
this conception. 
5.Intergrated-Whole Conception-This conception can be 
viewed as an eclectic approach to reading instruction. 
However, the overriding emphasis is on the functional aspect 
of reading and the application of reading skills in all 
curriculum areas. Teachers associated with this belief 
would prefer that the teaching of reading not be considered 
an isolated topic, but integrated into all areas of school 
programs. 
Limitations 
The following limitations are present in this study. 
1. The size of the teacher name pool from which the 
sample was drawn was limited by the number of 
superintendents who grant permission to survey the 
7 
kindergarten teachers in their districts. Thu~;, the 
descriptive data may n~t be applicable to the kin~erg3rte~ 
teachers in the state of Utah as a whole, but only to those 
districts or schools whose teachers were in the name pool. 
Of the 40 school districts in the;? state of Ute,h~ 34 
districts participated 1n the study by providing the names 
and addresses of their kindergarten teachers. 
2. The size of the sample presents a limitation in 
terms of sampling error. 
requested to respond to the survey, 81 teachers responded. 
~- The instrument used may contain statements about 
reading instruction that some kindergarten teachers may not 
understand. Consequently, responses to these statements may 
not reflect the teachers' actual belief. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The review of the literature for this study was 
conducted using the facilities at Utah State University's 
Merrill Library. The review included a search of the 
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Educational Resources Information CenterCERIC> and the 
Current Index to Journals in Education(CIJE) from January 1,· 
1974 to December 31, 1981 as well as othe~ educational 
research indexes. Although there were a variety cf 
references related to teacher attitudes, values, and reading 
habits, very few references were available pertaining to 
teacher beliefs and conceptions about reading. The 
references cited in this review have been selected on the 
basis of their theoritical application to the topic and the 
specificity of their relationship to the purpose of this 
study. 
One of the underlying theories in attempting to 
describe the teacher as a variable in instructional programs 
is that teachers are decision~makers who utilize a frame of 
reference, belief system or conceptual schema as one basis 
for making instructional decisions. This theory infers that 
the curriculum in various classrooms may differ to some 
extent because teachers modify the curriculum to fit their 
particular belief system. Referring to this concept, Doyle 
and Ponder (1977) have indicated that teachers are 
arbitrators of the curriculum and adapt rather than adopt 
9 
curriculum/methodology proposals. Other authors have stated 
that the teacher's private world of p9rce□ tions influences 
(Combs, Blume & Newman, 1974). 
This general view of the teachers as an instructional 
decision-maker has been recognized among reading educators 
as .ct v~d id topic fo1-- re!search (Smith~ 1978~ Bohni r1<_;l ~ l S'7El~ 
Duffy & Methanv~ 1979) Historically, much of the research 
in teaching reading has focused on determining the 
effectiveness of instructional methodologies that are based 
on various theoretical models and very little research has 
been done to explore the teacher as a variable in successful 
reading programs. Early (1976) has indicated that 
traditional research in comparing various reading 
methodologies has yet to explain differences in 
instruction2d e·ffectiveness-~ hence ther-e is. a neE•d to look 
beyond methodology alone and attempt to identify the role of 
the teacher as a factor in reading program success. 
In describing the role of the elementary teacher 1n 
reading instruction~ several authors point out that one of 
the underlying factors influencing the teacher's decisions 
about reading instruction is the teacher's knowledge base, 
conceptual framework, or beliefs about the reading process. 
Cunningham (1977) suggests that the nature of reading 
instruction in elementary classrooms is largely influenced 
by the teacher's beliefs or convictions about the reading 
process. Similarly, Borko~ Shalveson and Stern (1981) have 
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stated that elementary school teachers are actively involved 
in seeking information about their students' reading needs 
and choose various methods and materials to meet these needs 
that are congruent with the teachers' beliefs about how 
reading should be taught. Other authors supporting this 
theory have stated that each teacher has an implicit 
conception about how reading should be taught and that there 
may be a linear relationship between this reading conception 
and i n st r-LI Ct i O 17 a l pr a Ct i C E1 < H c•. r st e ~,: Bu 1~ k e 1 1 '7' T7 ) " 
It has also been pointed out that a teacher's 
conception of ho!r,1 reading <.::.hould be taught ca.n tE1ke v2r-1ous. 
·fDrms. Shuy (1981) indicates that teachers may espouse 
either a segmental or a wholistic view of reading. Th,:1t. 1s~ 
some teachers may believe that reading can be best learned 
by isolating fragments of learning into discrete or 
individual pieces while other teachers may believe that 
whole words and sentences should bet.he focus of attention 
and that children learn best within the entire context of 
reading and language. Other authors have referred to these 
These general views of the teacher as a variable in 
instructional effectiveness have been the genisis for 
specific research into the identification of teacher beliefs 
concerning reading and their influence on instruction. 
In an extensive review of the literature covering the 
years 1965-1977 Belli, Blom and Reiser (1977) identified 64 
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references that were somewhat related to teachers' 
references were sorted into content topics that included 
general references, reading habits of teachers~ reading 
teacher problems, teacher education, teacher attitudes, 
instructional approaches, teacher knowledge and reading 
ability, and children's conceptions of reading. 
there were virtually no studies directly related 
teachers' conceptions of reading and reading instruction. 
This lacl: of research led the researchers to conclude that 
al . , 1977 '.' p. 27) Other researchers have recognized this 
Bohning, 1978). 
In conducting the review of literature for this study 
the lack of research described by Belli & Others (1977) was 
evident. However, a review of the literature from 1977-1981 
found several studies specifically focused on teachers' 
conceptions or beliefs about reading. 
In one of the initial studies dealing with teacher 
beliefs, Duffy and Methany (1979) developed a measure that 
would identify a teacher's basic beliefs about reading. The 
instrument that was developed (the Propositional Inventory) 
incorporated five basic catag□ries of beliefs about reading 
that were identified through two literature searches of 
standard reading methods texts used in teacher education. 
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The catagories identified were a linear skills conception, 
basal text ~ □nception, natural language conception, 
interest-based conception, and an integrated skills 
conception (see Chapter 1, Definitions). F:el i t3.bi J. i ty 
coefficients for each of the five catagories were computed 
and ranged from .62 to .78 (Cronbach's Alpha). In ,?.ddition, 
two· and three factor analysis indicated that the linear 
and the remaining conceptions loaded on a~other factor (see 
After establishing the validity of the 
instrument, the researchers used it to identify the reading 
conceptions of a sample of elementary school teachers. 
In analyzing their data the researchers found that, 
although the bulk of teacher education reading literature 
can be catagorized in terms of five belief systems, teachers 
ri::sponding to thEi i;;u1rvey instrument consi,;;;tently qn:iuped 
themselves into one of two general catagories that 
corresponded with the factor analysis of the instrument. 
conception of reading, included both the basal text and 
linear skills methodologies. The second cataqorv, a more 
"student-centered" conception, included the natural 
language, interest-based and integrated skills 
mt?thodol ogi es. Interestingly, these two catagories reflect 
the basic dichotomy of reading theory; the 
"top-do1,m" (pupil-cente1red) theor-y and the 
"bottom-·up" (cont(~nt-cE'~ntered) theory. Therefore~ the 
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instrument not only measured teachers' beliefs about 
responses to be grouped into one of two maJor the□r tical 
approaches to reading instruction. 
Using this same instrument~ another study by Bawden, 
Bui~e and Duffy (1979) confirmed the findings of Duffy and 
Methany (1979); that teachers respond in either a 
"contc'?nt-centered" or "pupil--centen::::·d" cat2.qor-y. In 
addition~ the researchers found that a teacher's reading 
. . ·t t d t conception was re. a_e - □ the numbe1r o+ 
experience, grade level taught~ and the ability of the 
students being taught. 
t endt?d to h av(? 11 cc:in t ent-·c 12nte1red 11 concE.'P ti cin is 1,•,1h i :le tei.~cher c3 
cor,c <=Pt i 017 ::; . It was also discovered that more experienced 
tt:::iachers tended to have "cc::mtent-·centered" conceptions and 
less (~>:perienced teachers had more 11 pupil--c0?ntered; 1 
conceptions .. In interviews with the sampled teachers 1 the 
conception said that their conception would change if their 
s.tudents l•ierE: more able \.-'Jhile teache1-·!5 l-'1ith "pupil-centered" 
conceptions stated that their conception would change if the 
students they were teaching were less able. 
In summary, the research conducted to date provides 
several insights cc:incerning teachers' conceptions of reading 
and reading instruction. First, teachers do have 
conceptions that can be identified. Secondly, although the 
14 
majority of reading methods literature identifies five basic 
methodoloqies or conceptions for teachinq re2dinq, 
~ractiti □ners tend to group themselves into two qeneral 
con c (?.pt ion•=-: ,:1 '' c: on tent --cent er ed '' cone ep ti or1 01•· ,,1 
"pupil-centered" conceptj_on. Finally, a teacher's 
conception of reading seems to be related to demographic 
variables associated with the environment in which the 
teacher functions. Using these findings as a conceptual 
framework this study was conducted to identify the reading 
conceptions of a sample of kindergarten teachers in the 
The purpose of this study was to identify a random 
sample of kindergarten teachers' conceptions of readinq 
15 
i n:.tructi on. To do this a random selection of kindergarten 
respond to a survey instrument designed to identify a 
teacher's conceptions of reading in terms of five basic 
approaches to reading instruction. Subgroup anaylsis 
pertaining to demographic data was also conducted. 
The research design used was a descriptive survey study 
that utilized a cross-sectional survey with samples drawn 
from kindergarten teachers in 34 Utah school districts. The 
survey instrument contained 45 statements about reading 
methodology with a Likert-scale response that asked for the 
teacher's level of agreement or disagreement for each 
s.tatement. 
teachers' conceptions of reading and certain demographic 
Samele Selection 
At the time the proposal for this research was being 
formulated the sample selection process was considered to be 
a relatively simple step. The initial plan was to obtain 2 
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complete list of kindergarten teachers and school addresses 
fr- □m the Ut,::1h State Office of Education. F- t ..... 1.-CJfl) .. 11I!::. 
random selection of teacncrs would be s2lect~d. 
the proposal progressed it became evident that the selection 
of subjects would be a major task involving additional time 
and money that was not orginally alloted for in the study. 
The following steps were taken to obtain a list of Utah 
kindergarten teachers from which the random sample was 
s.e1 ected. 
1. After contacting the Utah State Office of Education 
it was discovered that a list of kindergarten teachers (and 
other teachers as well) could no longer be provided. The 
state office indicated that to obtain such a list it would 
be necessary to contact each school district superintendent 
teachers and .permission to include these teachers in the 
teacher name pool was mailed to all of the 40 school 
superintendents. This letter was typed on an official Utah 
State University letterhead and signed by the committee 
chairman and researcher (see Appendix C, letter I). A sample 
of the instrument to be used to survey the teachers 
accompanied the letter along with a self-addressed stamped 
envelope. The superintendents were requested to reply no 
later than five days after the receipt of the letter. 
3 . .:1-fter five days. apprc,>:imatel.y SOX of the 
superentindents had responded. However~ 12 of those 
17 
the name pool but had not pravided the teacher names and 
school addresses. 
envelope was sent to these superintendents that thanked them 
for their permission and asked that they send the names and 
school addresses of their kindergarten teachers (see 
Apps•ndi ;: C~ 1 etter· I I). All of these superintendents 
responded with the requested information. 
4. In order to determine why these superintendents had 
failed to send the teacher names~ the initial lett~r was 
reviewed for ambiquity and a determiniati □n made that 
perhaps it was not clear to the reader what information was 
Consequently, the follow-up letter was 
r-,?vised tc, include i:', "check--the-·bo:-:" fonn sc, that the nc..,edec:! 
information would be obvious to the reader (see Appendix C, 
1 et t er I I I ) .. 
5. The revised letter and a self-addressed stamped 
envelope was mailed to the non-responding superintendents. 
After five days all but nine superintendents had provided 
the requested information. Of these nine districts~ three 
requested copies of the complete research proposal for 
submittal to district research review committees .. 
reviewing the proposal these three districts provided the 
needed information. 
Of the remaining six districts~ one small district 
would not grant permission or provide teacher names because 
of extensive involvement in energy impact studies. 
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large district indicated that permission and names of 
teachers could only be obtained through contact with each 
association, subsequently, a decision was made to leave this 
district out of the study because of the additional time 
required to obtain the information. One district refused to 
provide permission and teacher names on the basis that the 
survey instrument contained statements about readinq that 
endorsement of formal reading intructi □n at the kindergarten 
l evE:l. Finally, three relatively small school districts 
were non-respondents and no follow-up was attempted. 
6. Each name provided by the school districts was 
assigned a number. Using a table of r-andom number<.:;, 1 :i.O 
teachers were selected for the study. 
7. The survey instrument (see Appendix A), along with a 
letter of transmittal (see Appendix Dl and a self-addressed 
stamped envelope, was mailed to the selected teachers at 
their school addresses. The teachers were requested to 
return the survey within five days from the time of receipt. 
8. Follow-up letters were to be used if a minimum of 80 
responses were not received after 15 days. 
follow-up was not needed and data analysis was computed with 
n ==81. 
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1ne Prepositional Inventory (see Chapter_ and Appendix 
A) developed at Michigan State University was used to survey 
the teachers. This instrument has gone through a number of 
revisions and contains 45 questions with a 5 choice 
L1kert-scale response for each question. The i nvent □r-v 
surveys five basic conceptions of reading instruction that 
have been identified as typical among elementary school 
teacher·s. 
skills conception, 3)an interest-based conception, 4)a 
natural language conception, and 5lan integrated-whole 
conce-~pti on. The relability coefficients (Alpha Cronbach'sl 
for each area surveyed are: .78 for the basal conception, 
.74 for the linear skills conception, .75 for the natural 
conception, and .62 for the integrated curriculum conception 
(Duffy & Methany, 1979). 
Scoring of the instrument consisted of assigning the 
Likert-scale choices of A, B, C, D, and E numerical values 
of 5, 4, 2, and 1 respectivily. The numerical values 
were used to compute mean scores for each of the five 
reading conceptions. Mean scores were also computed for the 
combined basal and linear conceptions or the 
"content-centered" conceptions and for the combined 
interest-based, natural language, and integrated-whole 
conceptions ~•Jhich reflect the "pupi l·-centered;' cc,ncept.ic:ms .. 
20 
Mean scores for subgroups were computed for e2ch of the five 
reading conceptions as well. 
Questions ciealinq with certain demograonic data were 
also included in the survey. These questions referred to 
each respondents' years of teaching experience and level of 
professional eduation. 
21 
The purpose of this study was to survey a random sample 
of kindergarten teachers in the state of Utah in terms of 
their beliefs about reading and reading instruction. The 
descriptive data generated from this survey reflects the 
sampled teachers' levels of agreement or disagreement toward 
five basic conceptions or beliefs about teaching beginning 
reading: a basal conception, linear skills conception, 
natural language conception, interest-based conception, and 
integrated-whole conception. The data also shows the 
teachers' preferences toward two major therotical approaches 
to teaching reading namely, a "content·-centen'??d" concer.:,tion 
r.1nd <='1 "pupil-centE!r,2d" conception. In addition, subgroup 
analysis was conducted in order to provide data useful in 
describing any differences that may exist between the 
teachers when grouped by the number of years teaching 
experience and by the level of professional education. 
The findings of this research will be presented in 
order of the specific objectives mentioned in Chapter I. 
Because Objectives 1 and 2 refer only to the collection of 
the survey and demographic data~ they will not be presented 
individually as part of the research findings. 
It should be pointed out, however~ that Objective 2c 
referred to finding out the name or description of the 
reading program being used in each teachers' classroom. 
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This information was to be used in comparing each teacher's 
apparant that most of the kindergarten teachers did not have 
a dominant conception of reading that could be compared to 
the classroom reading program. Consequently~ this objective 
was not achieved. 
Objective :3 
Objective 3 involved the computation of mean scores for 
each of the five conceptions of reading for the respondents 
The mean scores represent the numerical values 
assigned to the Likert-scale choices an the survey, that is, 
5=Strongly Agree, 4=Agree, 3=Neutral, 2=Disagree~ and 
l=Strongly Disagree. Thus the mean scores could range from 
a high of 5 to a low of 1. 
As can be seen from Table 1, analysis of the mean 
scores for the respondents as a whole indicates that the 
most preferred conception of reading was the 
integrated-whole conceptions with a mean ssore of 3.9. The 
next highest scoring conception was the linear skills 
conception with a mean score of 3.8 followed by the basal 
text and interest-based conceptions with identical scores of 
3.4. The lowest scoring conception for the whole group was 
the natural langugage conception at 3.1. Using analysis of 
variance, no statistical significance was observed among the 
mean scores at the .05 level. 
E<P1!3{41_ 
TEXT 













It should be pointed out however, that although the 
mean scores for the group as a whole reflect a tendency to 
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agree with all of the reading methodologies, some individual 
teacher differences were evident in the survey. 
the surveys were viewed individually, some teachers had 
preferences for a particular conception of reading. 
The fourth objective of this research was to compute 
two sets of mean scores for each of the five conceptions: a 
set of scores for teachers with Bachelor Degrees and a set 
of scores for teachers with Masters Degrees or the 
equivalent. Of the 81 teachers surveyed, 62 or 76.5% had 
Bachelor Degrees and 18 or 22.2% had Masters Deqrees or the 
equivalent. One respondent did not indicate her level of 
Analysis of the data for this subgroup indicates that 
teachers with Bachelor Degrees and Masters Degrees have 
similiar, practically identical, preferences for each of the 
five conceptions of reading. Both groups, for example. 
indicated that the conception they agreed most with was the 
24 
integrated whole conception with scores of 3.8 for both 
gr·oups .. The lowest scoring conception for both groups was 
tne natural language conception. lh1s was also the lowest 
scoring conception in Objective 3. Analysis of variance 
indicated that the variance between the mean scores for the 
basal text conception was significant at the .05 level. 
However~ this significance was statistical rather than 
practical~ meaning that the results would not necessarily 
have significance for educational practice. Tcd::ile 2 
exhibits the means scores for each conception for the two 
TABLE 2. 
Mean Scores for Teachers With Bachelors 



















··-' .. ...:... 
3. f3 
Objective 5 involved the computation and comparision of 
mean scores for each of the five reading conceptions for 
respondents who had taught school less than six years and 
respondents who had taught school six years or more. Of the 
experience and 56 or 69.1% had taught school six years or 
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analysis~ no major differences exist between the teachers on 
the basis of teaching experience. The main difference that 
does exist, although minimal, is in the subgroups' preferred 
conceptions. That is, the less experienced teachers 
indicated that they agreed most with the integrated whole 
conception with a mean score of 3.9, while the more 
experienced teachers indicated a preferenc~ toward the 
skills conception , .... iith a nH:?,?.n sco1re o·f 3.-=?. E<Dt h 
groups however~ were in agreement that the natural language 
conception was the least preferred of the five conceptions 
with the less experienced scoring ,3.nd tht:? rnorF.:• 
experienced teachers scoring 3.1. 
Table 3 shows the breakdown of the scores for each 
conception for these subgroups. 
TABLE 3. 
1··1ean Scar-es for Tt:::>E1chers ~•Jith Less;. Than Si::-: Years=. E:q:::,1::?r:i.f2nc£~ 



















The final objective of this study was to compute and 
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interest-based and intergrated-whole conceptions). the score 
obtained ·for the "content-c<;?ntered" conceptions 1,J,,\s 3. 7 ,3.ncJ 
the scort:? for thE· "pupil-centered" conceptions ,·J,3.S ··:,- i= , _ _;1 • ,_I 11 
Although some preference is sho1r.1n for .. the "ccmtent-center-ed" 
concept i. ons over the "pup i 1 ·-centered" concept i on~:-1 thr:?~;p 
differences were not statistically significant at the .05 
l evei. Thusi the data indicates that the sampled te3chers 
do not show any major differences toward these two basic 
approaches to teaching beginning reading. 
Methodoloqical Limitations 
Inherent within this study were certain methodological 
limitations that may have influenced the validity and 
representative nature of the research findings. 
First, some of the statements on the survey concerning 
particular instructional methods or theories mav have been 
unclear to some of the teachers. For example, item 31 
states., "I believe that i+ grouping is us.ed 1 pupil 
assignment to groups should reflect more emphasis on meaning 
cues in reading". The majori.ty(56.8%) of the responses to 
this statement were in the neutral catagory. 
statements receiving a high percentage of responses in the 
neutral catagory were: statement 14(40.7% response in the 
neutral c c~t a gory) , "I believe th 2.t r£~ad i nc;:i in S:.truct i or-1 
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should emphasize the higher-level comprehension processes 
should spend less time teaching pupils how to read and more 
time in getting them interested in reading'', and statement 
4 0 ( 3 T,: r-esp on s e i n t he r1 e u t r a 1 c E1 t ago r- y ) " I be l. i eve th r..~ t 
reading instr-ucticn should focus more on the meaning cues 
and le~;s on skill i17struction'' .. The fact that some of the 
statements may have been unclear- to some 6f the teachers or 
nonspecific to l(indergarten r-eading curr-iculums, raises some 
caution in interpreting the data as tr-uly representative of 
the teacher-s' conceptions of reading. 
A second limitation of the study involves sampling 
Because of the small n used in this study, the 
descriptive data may not be truly repr-esentative of the 
target population. 
Finally, the question of whether or not the teachers' 
true beliefs are reflected in the survey data is also a 
limitation. A teacher's response to the survey items would 
preferably be a reflection of his or her own implicit or 
explicit convictions about the teaching of beginning 
reading,. However, responses to the survey may have been 
influenced by, or be the result of, !)the curr-ent reading 
program being used, 2)individual school and school district 
emphasis, 3)practical teaching experience, or 4)pre-service 
and inservice training. Consequently, because some of the 
teachers' conceptions of reading may be subject to 
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variability, depending on conditions in the e>:ternal 
environment~ the validitv r~ this st1Jdv over time and 
changing conditions ,nay be questionable. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
Summary of Procedures 
The purpose of this study was to identify the reading 
conceptions of a random sample of kindergarten teachers in 
the state of Utah. The teachers' conceptions were measured 
in terms of five basic beliefs about the teaching of 
beginning reading namely, a basal text conception which 
would include commericial packages of readings~ filmstrips, 
and workbooks such as the Houghton Mifflin and Scott 
Foresman reading programs, a linear skills conception which 
would include programs focused on specific sl:ill development 
in word analysis and synthesis such as the Wisconsin Desiqn 
skills programs, Gems, and other diagnostic-perscriptive 
programs, a natural language conception which would include 
programs such as the Language Experience Approach, an 
interest-based conception which would include the 
Individualized Reading program that utilizes reading 
material that is of high interest to the students, and an 
integrated-whole conception which would be an ecletic 
approach to reading instruction that would be inteqrated 
into all areas of school programs. 
In order to conduct the study a random sample of 110 
kindergarten teachers in the state of Utah was made from 
lists of kindergarten teachers provided by 34 of the state's 
40 school districts. These lists were obtained by writing 
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to all of the school superintendents in the state and 
as well as provide a list oi tnei~ names and school 
addresses. A 45 item survey~ developed at Michigan State 
University's Instiute for Research on Teaching~ was used to 
survey the teachers in terms of their level of agreement or 
disagreement to statements centered around the five basic 
beliefs or conceptions about reading. Demographic data was 
also collected pertaining to the teachers~ years of teaching 
experience and levels of professional education. Data 
analysis consisted of computing mean scores for each 
conception for the group as a whole and for subgroups based 
on teaching experience and professional education. Mean 
scores were also computed for the "content-centered" 
conceptions(the basal text and linear skills conceptions) 
and for the "pupil-centered" conceptions(the natural 
language~ interest-based~ and integrated-whole conceptions). 
Summary of Findings 
The design of this research was descriptive in nature 
and includes the following findings. 
1. The mean scores for each of the five conceptions of 
reading were all closely related when viewing the sampled 
teachers• responses as a whole. The highest score(3.9), 
indicating the most preferred reading conception for the 
group as whole was the integrated-whole conception and the 
lowest score(3.1) or least preferred conception was the 
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natural language conception. No statistical significance 
~as obtained at the .05 level. 
Conclusions from this finding seem to indicate that the 
sampled kindergarten teachers and their representative 
population tend to have broad eclectic beliefs about how 
beginning reading should be taught. Indeed, no strong 
theoritical preferences were evident in any part of this 
study. 
2. Analysis of the respondents' conceptions of reading 
in terms of their levels of professional education indicates 
that teachers with Bachelor Degrees and teachers with 
Masters Degrees have similiar conceptions about the teaching 
of beginning reading. The highest mean score for teachers 
with Bachelor Degrees was in the linear skills 
conception(3.8) and the lowest score was for the natural 
language conception(3.2). For teachers with Master Degrees 
or the equivalent, the highest score was in the 
ingegrated-whole conception(3.8) and the lowest score was in 
the natural language conception(3.1). As can be seen~ the 
range between these scores was minimal. 
Viewing the mean scores in terms of the teachers' level 
of education, kindergarten teachers with Bachelor Degrees 
have similar beliefs about reading instruction to those held 
by teachers who have Master Degrees or the equivalent. This 
data tends to suppport the idea that, in the process of 
continuing professional education, kindergarten teachers, in 
general~ do not change their views very much about reading 
i nstrLtct ion. 
3. Mean scores in the five conceptions for tea
chers 
with less than six years teaching experience 
were very 
similiar to the mean scores of teachers who h
ad taught 
school six years or more. The highest mean s
core for the 
less experienced teachers was for the integrated-
whole 
c6nceptionC3.9) and the lowest score was for 
the natural 
language conception(3.2). The more experienced 
teachers 
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scored higher on the linear skills conceptions(3.9
) while 
scoring the lowest on the natural langugage c
onception(3.1). 
Once again, tMe range of these scores was min
imal. 
Interestingly~ these findings are contrary to 
Duffy and 
Methany•s (1979) study of teachers in grades 
other than 
kindergarten. With a substantially larger sam
ple, Duffy 
found statistical and practical significance 
between these 
two groups of teachers. It should be pointe
d out however, 
that although sample size may be a major factor
 in the 
differences between these two studies, the fac
t that this 
study involved kindergarten teachers may also 
be a 
contributing factor. 
4. Analysis of the data in terms of mean scores
 for the 
more "content-centered" concepti ans (basal te>:
t and 1 i near 
skills conceptions> and the more "pupil-center-ed" 
conceptions(natural language, inter-est-based 
and 
integrated-whole conceptions) indicated that 
no significant 
difference exists among the respondents as a 
whole. The 
teachers showed some preference for the "conten
t-centered" 
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conceptions over the "pupil-centered" conceptions although, 
as with the other findings, these difference between the two 
scores was minimal. 
Implications 
The descriptive data generated by this study provides 
several insights and implications concerning kindergarten 
teachers conceptions cf reading. 
First, in viewing the mean score for:the teachers as a 
whole and as subgroups, there is a lack of any dominant 
conception of reading. These results are contrary to 
previous studies with teachers in grades other than 
kindergarten where dominant conceptions were identified and 
significant results obtained between subgroups (Duffy & 
Methany, 1979, Bawden, Buike & Duffy, 1979). The:.e st.udi es 
found that teachers in first grade tended to have more 
11 content-centered" cor,cept i ans and teachers in Sf?cc:md 1,;ir ade 
tended to have more "pupil-centered" conceptions. A pos.sible 
explanation for this lack of a dominant conception among 
kindergarten teachers may be in the nature of teaching 
reading and reading readiness in the kindergarten itself as 
opposed to first, second and third grades. 
For example, it may be that kindergarten teachers in 
general do not sense the pressures to teach their 
kindergarten chi 1 dren to read as is the casf:? in the other 
primary grades. Consequently, the kindergarten teachers may 
develop a broad eclectic conception of reading instruction 
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rather than focusing on one instructional methodology. In a 
sense, the kindergarten teachers may not have a dominant 
conception of reading because they are not pressured to have 
one. 
Additionaly, the lack of any dominant conception of 
reading among kindergarten teachers may be the result of 
pre-service and in-service training. It is possible that 
there may be a lack of emphasis in pre-service and 
in-service early childhood curriculum conterning the 
relationslhip between child development theory and reading 
theory. As a result, university students and employed 
teachers would tend to have broad beliefs about reading 
instruction in the kindergarten. 
Finally, a joint statement by seven professional 
organizations involved in the education of young 
children(see Appendix El recommends that the teaching of 
reading be centered on the child's needs, interests, and 
level of development ("F:eading and F'r-e-first GF·ade", 1977). 
Such instruction includes an integrative approach to reading 
instruction which includes all of the processes of 
communication such as speaking, listening, reading and 
1-'iriting. The joint statement recommends the Language 
Experience Approach as an example of such integration. 
Interestingly, the lowest scoring conception of reading in 
this study for whole group and subgroup analysis was the 
natural language conception on which the Language Experience 
Approach is based. Thus, there seems to be some discrepancy 
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between the recommendations of the professional 
organizations preparing the joint statement and the reading 
beliefs □ f kindergarten teachers that were identified in 
this study. 
Recommendations 
Because of the apparant discrepancy between the 
recommendations of the professioal organizations and the 
reading beliefs of the kindergarten teachers surveyed in 
this study, it is recommended that more research be 
conductred to look further into kindergarten teacher 
attitudes and conceptions about reading in an effort to 
identify their origins, stability and relationships to 
theories of child development, research in communication 
processes(including psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics), 
and recent developments in learning and comprehension 
theory. Such research could utilize the techniques of 
ethnography in identifying distinctive elements of 
kindergarten practices in reading-related activities. 
' 
In addition, it is recommended that evaluations be conducted 
of state and local objectives and rationales for 
kindergarten reading curriculums in light of this study and 
the joint statement cited earlier. Such evaluations may 
provide insight into the relevance of state guidelines for 
kindergarten reading when compared to the objectives and 
practices of individual schools and school districts. 
It is also recommended that teacher education 
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institutions evaluate their pre-service reading methods 
curricula for kindergarten teachers. If kindergarten 
teachers are to understand and incorporate reading readiness 
and reading instruction that is appropriate for five and six 
year old children~ special emphasis is needed in training 
pre-service teachers how to develop and incorporate reading 
strategies that are based on fundamental child developmental 
theories. The Language Experience Approach 1 a natural 
language conception of reading 1 has been identified as one 
such strategy and teacher education institutions would do 
well to provide extensive pre-service training in its' 
methodologies and theoritcal base. 
To conclude~ it is hoped that continued studies in 
kindergarten teachers' beliefs and practices concerning 
reading will contribute to a better understanding of the 
processes involved in introducing children to the frontier 
of reading. 
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Append i >: A 
For eac~ of the fol lo·.,ing cs ite!:',S, ;:aase indicate your ievel of agr.eec-,ent or 
cisacree. [:•t?ORT~.'IT: ;f :,cv cannc-t decide upon a response :o a particul>.< 








neut ra 1 or 
uncec i ded 
G 
1. I believe that pupil success in reading should te dete-mined 




harder basal readers. A B C D E 
2. I believe that teachers should directly teach the basic 
skills of reading to those pupils who need them. A 8 COE 
3. I believe that the best reading niaterials are those which 
help children solve problems of iMl)ortance to them. AB C D E 
4. I believe that an important indi'cator of reading growth is 
how often a pupil voluntarily us~s reading in his daily life. ABC DE 
5. I believe tnat contextual clues are the l!'DSt important word-
recognition aids and should receive more instructional 
emphasis than sight words or phonics. A 8 CD E 
6. I believe that basal textbook materials are an important part 
of good instructional programs in reading. AB C D E 
7. I believe that p,i,..ary grade reading should emphasize decoding 
skills more than comi:>rehension. AB C D 
6. I believe that reading success should be rreasured primarily by 
noting how well the pupil uses his reading ability for other 
classroom activities. A 8 C D E 
9. I believe that the teacher's role is to help children 1eam to 
love n!ading by allowing frequent free reading and by 
conducting individual book conferences. A 8 CD E 
10. I believe that reading instruction should focus heavily on 
con;:irehension, even at the beginning stages of reading. AB C D E 
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ll. I bel;eve :hat on im;,ortant criteria for c;ro~:;,.g indivicaals 
is the le·,el basal textbook each is ao1e :o reac. A a C D ~ 
!2. l believe that ali children s~ou1d be ;y;t:c,J:icaJ;y tauc;~t 
to use phonics skills. 
13. I believe that the goal cf cevelopi~g cc::,;:irehension is best 
achieved by giving pupils realist:c reading prc~lems whic~ 
A B C D E 
· they see as reaningful in their 1 ives. AB C D E 
14. I believe that reading instruction shoulc eq,hasize the 
hic;her-level comprehension processes typically found in good 
children's 'literature. ABC DE 
15. I beJ ieve that a very irroo~tant measure of reaaing success is 
the degree to whi~h pupils use reacing as a corrrnunitation 
process. ABC DE 
16. I believe that considerable instructional tir.e should be 
devoted ·to conducting guided reading 1 e:.sons using select ions 
such as those found in basal textbooks. ABC DE 
17. I believe that a carefully structured skills guide should be 
used when teaching reading to insure that eaCh separate skill 
is mastered. AB CD E 
18. I believe that reading grcups should be fonred as the need 
for them arises and should be disbanded when the need has 
been r.iet. ABC DE 
19. I believe that we should spend less tin-e teaching pupils how 
to n:ad and more time in getting them interested in reading. ABC DE 
20. I believe that reading materials should help children learn 
to read in a natural manner similar to the way they learned 
to speak. ABC DE 
21. Children who have similar skill deficiencies should be grouped 
together for instruction. ABC DE 
22. I believe that reading grcups should be based on the pupils' 
interests. ABC DE 
23. I believe that teachers shouid spend rrote instructional 
reading til!'e on helping children use language as a 
corrmunication process. A 8 C DE 
24. I believe that wor~ recognition should emphasize the new 
vocabulary words associated with each basal text story. ABC DE 
25. I beiieve that a significant part of a teacher's tiire should 
be spent in teaching basic reading skills. ABC DE 
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25. i bei ieve thct W?~C reccc;:iltion should net Cecc~e :7.0re 
important char. invoiving puci1s in rea1-1if~ reacin9 c.isks. 
27. ! believe that ccmprehension should be tau;ht bJ asking 
questions about the basal text story be'ng reac. 
2B. I believe that one effective way to cetemine pupil reading 
A a c a 
success is to note ho,i r..any ski11s he has 1eamed. ABC '.l E 
29. I believe that a significa~t al!'Ount cf the instructional time 
in readir.g should be spent on purposeful, real-life projects 
and ac:ivities which call for the u!e of reading. A 9 C ~ 
30. ! believe that word-recognition instruction is not as 
important in reading 3S providing children with stim,;lating. 
interesting materia_ls to ·read. AB C D C: 
31. I be1 ieve that if grouping is used, pupil assignirent to groups 
should reflect more emphasis on ireaning cues in reading. ;. a C D ~ 
32. I believe that the teacher's role in reading is to assign 
pupils to appropriate basal materials and direct them as they 
coo:;, 1 e te the mate ri a 1 s . A B C D E 
33. I believe that fewer children Wllulc have difficulty learning 
to read if we stopped teaching during self-contained reading 
periods and, instead, tau9ht it as a part of al1 subjects. A 8 CD E 
34. I believe that children should be allowed to choose the 
stories and books they want to read during the regular 
reading period. A 8 C D E 
JS. I believe that the teacher's role is to em;ihasize the 
conrnunication aspects of reading irore than the skills. ABC DE 
36. believe that a basal text should be used to teach readin~. AS C 9 E 
17. believe that reading is a c1fficult process which :rust 
usually be taugh, in a step-by-step se~ue~ce if we are to 
develop good readers. AB C: E 
38. l believe that the teacher's role is to involve pupils in 
realistic reading tasks #hich illustrate the functional 
utility of reading. AB C O E 
39. I believe that reading is not difficult for most children to 
learn if they are provided with stimulation and lively 
~aterials to read. ABC DE 
40. I believe that reading instruction should foc~s more on the 
ll'l!aning cues and less on skill instruction. A 8 C D E 
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.,. I believe t~a: I should sce~d equal al!IOur.ts c• ti::,e with t"e 
101·1, ;n;ddle, anc high basal text groups. ;.. a C '.) 
42. I believe that reading is cornposec of a series of hierar~hical 
skills which must be taught sequentially and then used in 
cor.bination if one is to read successfully. ABC o E 
43. ! believe that reading instruction should be taught so that 
pupils can use readir.g successfully in all curricular areas. A a CD E 
44. I believe that reading would not be such a problem today if ;,e 
would rr.ake greater efforts to interest children in the reading 
of good children's literature. AS CD E 
45. I believe that too much e~hasis is being placed on skills 
(especially decoding skills) in reading programs today. ABC OE 
· A. Please indicate the nur.ter of years you have taught 




B. Please indicate your level of professional 
education. Bachelo~ Degree 
Maste~ Degree 
or equivalent 
C. Please indicate the tY?e of reading or reading readiness program you are 
using. 
0 Collm!rcial program. (such as basal reade~. etc.). 
0 
*Please nar.oe the publisher ___________________ _ 
Non-conr..ercial or "corrtlination" program (sue, as a district-developed 
program or corrbination of several approaches to reading and reading 
readiness). 




i~ppendi >: B 
Three Factor Matrix of Seale I terns 
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Four Factor natrix of Scale I terns 
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we are writing in regard to a research ,roject :o ~e ccnjucted in t~e Oe-
partment of Eler.,entary Education at litah State University. As pact uf a r.~~-
ters tnesis, we would li~e to sur,ey a randor:i sar.iple of lt.inde•ryarten teachers 
in the state of Utah in tems of their perceptions a,out reading and reading 
instruction. 
We request your permission to include the kindergarten teachers in your 
-district in the pool from which the sample will be drawn. \Je want to keep 
this study as representative of the state's kindergarten teachers as possible; 
therefore, we would like to include your kindergarten teac~crs. 
The questionnaire to be used consists of 45 state!l'Ents about reading that 
tt,e teachers will rate on a five-point scale. lie have enclosed the question-
naire for your review. 
\-Je need to begin this stucy as soon as possible and would appreciate your 
response to this letter within the next week. If we may include your teachers 
within the sampling pool, please send us a list of kindergarten teachers as 
well as the names of the schools where they are teaching. 
fin abstract of the complete research will be available to your district 
upcn request. Copies may be obtained by contactin~ Dr.·Gail Johnson in the 
Department of Elementary Education. 
We appreciate your consideration in makin<J this study a success and look 












CJLLEGc o• Eouc:.r:o', 
LETTER l I 
March 2, 1982 
Thank you for your response in regard to our research ,reject that will 
measure kindergarten teachers' perceptions about reading. ln ordP.r to create 
the name pool of Utah kindergarten teachers from which the sample will be 
drawn, we need the names of your kindergarten teachers and the schools wherP. 
they teach. This information is no longer a,ailahle from the State Office; 
consequently, your office is the only source we have. Would you s€'nd us this 
information as soon as possible. 












COLLEGE OF EDUCATIO'< 
LETTER 1 ! ! 
March 2. 1982 
Recently we sent to your office a letter request in~ pe~ission to include 
the kindergarten teachers in your district in a n~rre pool frorn which a randcr, 
sample of 100 teachers in the state of Ut~h would be drawn. T~e selected 
teachers would be requested (on a voluntary basis) to complete a questionnaire 
designed to measure teachers' perceptions about reading. 
It may be that our previous letter was misplaced or was somewhat vague: 
therefore, would you provide us with _the fol lowing infor:nation. 
n Permission grantee to include the teachers in the name pool. 
IMPORTANT: Please send the kindergarten teachers' names and 
school addresses. 
0 Penniss ion not granted. 
Thank you for your consideration. 
KT:jc 
Sincerely, 
Ga 1 I Jolin son 
Professor of Educalinn 
Ke 11}' fo lman 
Graduate Student 
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Appendi >~ D 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY LOGAN UTA;-; 84322 
COL'-EGE C, cOUCATIQIJ 
The enclosed survey instrument dealin9 with teacher perceptions about 
reading is part of a statewide study being conducted in the Department of 
Elementary Education at Uta~ State Ur.iversity. This study is specifically 
concerned with determining what kindergarten teachers in the state of Utah be-
1 ieve about reading and reading instruc~ion. The study will provide descrip-
tive data that will contribute to a better understanding cf kindergarten 
teachers and kindergarten reading readiness programs in the ~tate of Utah. 
~~ would particularly like .to hav~ your response because of your experi-
ence in teaching at the kinder,arten level and working with five- to six-year-
old children in reading readiness or reading progr~~s. Preparing children for 
reading is a complex and challenging task, and we feel tnat your contributions 
will help in ~nalyzing and describing what teachers perceive reading to be as 
well as how reading should be taught. 
It will be appreciated if you will colt'(llete the enclosed survey within 
five days and return it in the stamped, self-addressed envelope enclosed. We 
would wekome any comments that you m.iy have concerning kindergarten reading 
instruction not covered in the survey. We will he pleased to send you a sum-




Ke! ly Tolman 
Graduate Student 
Gail Johnson 
Professor of Education 
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Appendi>~ E 
READING AND PRE-FIRST GRADE 
A Joint Statement of Concerns About Present Pr~ctices 
in Pre-First Gr~dc Reading Instruction ;rnd 
Rccommend~tions for lmpro"cmcnt 
Prt-rirst Graders ne~d: 
Opportvnitits to oprHs or1lly. 
guphic.ally, ,nd dum.aticiilly thtir 
fttlings ind rnponns to 
ond 
Opportunitits to intMprrt the 
l.1ngu1gr of othrrs whtthrr it is 
written, spoken, or nonvrrb1I. # 
Teachers of f',t .. Fir51 G111dcrs 
rr~u,tion which rmphui1H . 
dcvtlopmcnt1lly 1pproprii1tt 
l1ngu1gt n~rimcn for a.II 
prt•tint gr.adcn. including thow 
rudy to rHd or 1ilrudy roding; 
and · 
Thr co111b1n<"<l dfortj of 
profession.al org.1niutions, 
co11ege-s. inc! univtt1itirs to help 
them sucussfully mttt tht-
·concrms outlinni in this 
doc,,rnfflt. 
Conctrns: 
1. A growing number of childrm 
ur mrollrd in prrkindrrgutm 
.and kindugirtrn clus«s in 
which highly structurrd prr· 
rHding ind roding prognm, 
irr being usNi. 
l. OKisions ul1trd to schooling.. 
including the tnchir.g' of 
rndin~ art incrusingly ~ng 
m.adr on «onomic ind politi-
nl bun instud of on our 
knowlrdg• of young childrm 
,nd of how they ~,1 lurn. 
3. In I lime of diminishing 
fin.rnci1l resources, schooJs 
oftrn try to m.11'.t ua good 
showing·· on musurH of 
.chit-vf'ml"nt th.1t m.,y or m.iy 
t1ot ~ Jppropri1tt for 1h, 
ch1ldrt'n involvrd. Such mu• 
surts •II too often dic11le the 
content ind go,1ls of thr 
progr1ms. 
4. b 11tempting to rHpond lo 
prNsurrs for high scorn on 
wi<l,ly-us~ measures of 
achirvem,nt, tudwrs of 
young children sornetimrs fttl 
comprllNI to use m1tui1l1, 
nwthods, ind 1ctiviti,rs dr-
signrd for oldrr childr,n. In 
so doing, thr tuch<-n m.1y 
impt'Ce 1hc dc\'t-lOpmrr.t of 
inlt-lll"ctual £uncti('IA\ '-UCh .u 
curtOSity. critic.11 thinking, ind 
cr~1tivr oprcssion, ,1nd, ,1t 
I~ s•mf' time. r,romol<" nt"p-
tiw ,1ttitudrs towud rt>Jding. 
5. A nt"<"d ,-..ists to rrc.vidr Jl:,r• 
n.>tivf' ._._..l\'!t 10 INrh .::.nd 
rv~Ju,1tr Progrrss in prr-
rnding &nd ruding sk1ils. 
6. Tuchns of prr.first gr.1drrs 
who art urrying out high; y 
individu.11i.ud progr•ms with-
out drf"'nding upon commrr• 
ci.11 ruder, ind workbooks 
nt"f"d ht'lp in uticul.1tinr. for 
thcms~Jvn ind tht" public 
toh•I they 1re doing and why. 
R~commtndation,: 
1. Provide opportunities for 
rHding exprri.-nns u 1r. 
intt"guttd put of the: broader 
communic.a:ion procns that 
in<ludn listmin~ spoking, 
ind writirtg. A l•ngu•ge u .... 
paiffl<t: 1ppro"'ch is 1n 
n.ample of such int~r1tion. 
2... Providt- for a broad ring, of 
1ctivilies both in scope: ind in 
COl\tmt. lndudt dirffl "~,;. 
men th.at offu opportunihn 
to communint, in diff"t-rmt 
~ttings with differf'nt prrsons. 
J. Fosf('f childrc:,·s ,1ffrctivr o1nd 
cognitiv~ dc"clC\pmt"nt by 
providing·rn.1:rri.JI~. c-xr<"ri-
enc~ •. ,nd C"1rr<1rh1nitir~ tC' 
communic.1tc ,,·hJt the\' \..n..:,""'· 
~nJ how t!icv fH-1. · 
4. Conlinu~lly ~prr.1i!i-c how 
v.,riou~ ispttts of uch cruld'i 
total drvelopmirnt •ffttt 
his/hu re-.ding df'vrlorfflent. 
.S. Uw ev.Jlu.ativr procrdurH 
dut Uf' dev,lopmrriully 
1ppropri1t, for the: chi1drrn 
bring usrswd ,1nd that reAKt 
the go.als ,1nd o·b)f'ctivn of 
th, instn.icti("ln.al prosum. 
6. U'lsurf' (ef'linss oi success for 
~n childrtn in orJ .. ·r IO Orlr 
!h<':,, H'<' 1hrm<f'h•c!t ,s r/,. 
'-1,,.1r.s who c,n l"r.Jci)' l""-/liir.-· 
l.rnsl:.1sr .ind lurnin~ tor,·· 
7. r!Jn n,-..;1bly in order lo 
•ccommod•tf' .I ,·,rit'ty or 
lt"1rn,n~ s1ylcs and w,1ys l'f 
1hir.L.1r.~. 
!. Rt·~rt·c: Ii,<" l.1nr•1.Jgf' thf' ch·· 
~r.;l~' 'C" vhN,I, .-nd USf' 11 >· 
• ~JH' for l.1ni:;u•sc- •<"!1\'1!1('• 
9. Pb:"I JCtlv1lit'!'- th•t will Cl:J..,. 
child~n to b«ornt 1cli-Y, r.1 
hcip1nl'- 1n lht )urning 
procHs r.ith~r th.1n p1Ssivc-
rttir1t-nh of lnowlf'dgt-. 
10. Providr C1prc,rtunitin for 
ct-:ildrt'n to t'l~rimf'nt w:1k 
l.:ncu.i~r .1nJ ?-1mrly to h.i,i-
fun with it. 
11. Requirt th,1t prrstrvlCt and 
in•nrvicr trachrrs at younJ 
children bt prf"pUf'd in the 
Inching of ruding in I w-1~· 
th1t tmphuiz.tt ruding is·"' 
inttgnl p.irt of the l1ngua~r 
arts .as well u of tot.al 
c,.irriC\llum. 
12. Encour1gr dtvelopm,nt1l1y 
.1ppropri1te l1ngu,1ge lr,miu~ 
opportunities in th, home. 
Thr Committtr 
• JNnnf' Corbin, Virgini• 
Plunk,tt-Amn-iun Auoci1tion ,,t 
El,mf'nl,1ry-Kindrrg.1rten•Nvrsn-,· 
Eduntors 
•0.11 Kj«. Al~rta Mryn-
Assoct1tion lor (},,ifd>iood 
Educ,tion tn1rrn.1.tion,1l 
•Bubu.a DJy-As~oci•tion 
for Surt"r\'1!-ion ,Md Curriculum 
Dc,·c-lc-pmc-nt 
ef)C'lorn Ou,l..in. J,,.1nnt· 
NurH, Lloyd Ollil.1., Dorothy 
Str1ckl.1.nd..:... fnl<>rn.1ti0n1l Rc.idi111\ 
Associ11ion 
e\-"Villi.1m Phuis-N~tion,I 
Associ1tion of Elrmrntuy School 
rrincip1ls 
•Gt-orsi.1.na Eng~trom, M.1rilyH 
Smith-N1tion,1J Association for 
th, tduc,hon of Young Childr.n 
•Jessir Roclt'rick-N.alionaJ 
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